
Definition
the union of all faces of Dh is the

BOUNDARY of On Written 20

The OPEN SIMPLEX In is

on gon the
interior of on

Gluing simplices together
in a principled

way yields a D COMPLEX

Definition

A O COMPLEX STRUCTURE

on a space X is a collection of

maps by O x with n depending

on the index 2 such that

The restriction Glyn is injective
and each point of X is in the image

of exactly one such restriction Glyn



Each restriction of G to a

face of on is one of the maps

by on X Here we are identifying

the face of on with on by

the canonical linear homeomorphism
between them that preserves the

ordering of the vertices

i A set A ex is open

651 A is open in on
for each 62

I rules
out trivialities

like regarding
all the
points as
individual
vertices



One consequence of Ciii is

that X can be built as a quotient

space of a collection of disjoint
simplices inductively start with

a discrete set of vertices
attach edges to producegraphs

attach triangles or 2 simplices etc

SIMPLICIAL HOMOLOGY

Definition
Let On x bethe free abelian

group with basis the open

n simplices ed of X

Elements of On x are called

N chains and can be

_
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Lemma
the composition on G In 4 Only
is here
Proof

In 2 Ei f 1 blue vi und and hence

anan 6 2mi Eft blogpi tn
C15 an 1Here Fi in

C 1 tabla if did

gel
1 blew vi is vn

Esta'tblues iii iii in

Ef ti blew fi ifD
The latter two summations cancel



since after switching
i j in the

second sum it becomes the negative

of the first
B

the algebraic situation we havenow

is a sequenceof homomorphisms

of abelian groups

enter 4
2 0

with On anti D for each in

Such a sequence is called a CHAIN

COMPLEX NOTATION C

The equation 22nd is equivalent

to the inclusion Imani Kern where


